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the worlds first machine capable of performing
complex thought tasks has been created.

scientists say that this could be the future of
robotics. at a lab in cambridge, engineers say
that the technology is one step closer to being
able to execute complex cognitive tasks that

are thought to lie deep within the human
brain. the samsung galaxy s9+ is the first

galaxy phone since the s8, and it features a
wide angle camera lens on the front, along

with a series of new dual camera lens options
and an improved fingerprint scanner. the

galaxy s9+ comes with a 12-megapixel f/1.5
lens on the front, and you can choose between

a 16-megapixel f/1.5 wide angle lens, or a
12-megapixel f/2.4 standard lens. the wide-

angle lens lets you take impressive photos of
the world. i also moved volumes not to affect

volumes in that drive. go to the "computer
management" and follow the directions. look
for the drives and delete them. this should
make your drive with activator. mine is the

"c:" drive. vm sharing is 100 times more of a
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hassle than just activating activator yourself. i
can say this from personal experience

because i normally use a virtual machine.
(whereas virtualization usually just slows your

whole system down). i'm not sure how
"unnecessary" a virtual machine can be but
you could be talking about a vm image. i use
windows 7 and ubuntu. if you use something

else i have no idea what can cause your
problem. once you have the virtual machines

working just make a menu of "computer
management" or "windows" and find the

activator and run it. one of the menus will tell
you how to modify the settings of the activator

and you should be able to get it to run. you
might also want to deactivate it or uncheck
the box if you know how to do so, but i don't
have the experience with that side of things.
you may need to activate it from the startup.
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